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This paper presents a generic modelling for the time-dependent analysis of composite steel–concrete beams with par-
tial shear interaction that occurs due to the deformation of the shear connection. The time eﬀects considered in this
modelling are those that arise from shrinkage and creep deformations of the concrete slab, and these eﬀects are mod-
elled using algebraic representations such as those of the age-adjusted eﬀective modulus method (AEMM) and the mean
stress method (MS), which are viscoelastic models for concrete deformation that can be stated algebraically. The generic
model lends itself to closed form solutions for the analysis of composite beams subjected to a generic applied loading
under a variety of end conditions. In this paper, the generic model is applied for the time-dependent analysis of com-
posite beams that are simply supported and encastre´, and to a propped cantilever, that are subjected to uniformly dis-
tributed loading and shrinkage deformations. Various representations of the structural behaviour of these beams are
given in closed form which can also be used to benchmark available modelling techniques, i.e. ﬁnite element and ﬁnite
diﬀerence formulations, which require a spatial discretisation to be speciﬁed as well as the time discretisation to perform
a time analysis.
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Steel–concrete composite T-beams are a popular and economical form of construction in both buildings
and bridges. This paper will focus on their behaviour at service loads, which is highly aﬀected by time
eﬀects, such as creep and shrinkage of the concrete slab.
The time-dependent analysis of composite beams with partial shear interaction (PI) requires the global
behaviour of the structural system to be considered, in deference to the case of full shear interaction where a
cross-sectional time analysis can be performed without investigating the global behaviour as presented by
Gilbert (1988), Bradford and Gilbert (1989), and Ghali and Favre (1994). In the early 90s several research-
ers investigated the time-dependent behaviour of composite beams with PI; some of the ﬁrst studies were
published by Bradford and Gilbert (1992) and by Tarantino and Dezi (1992). Bradford and Gilbert (1992)
utilised a boundary value modelling approach based on the shooting technique which they applied for the
time analysis of simply supported beams using the age-adjusted eﬀective modulus method (AEMM). Tar-
antino and Dezi (1992) presented an analytical model based on the ﬁnite diﬀerence method while using the
step-by-step procedure to model the time-dependent behaviour of the concrete. This approach was based
on the ﬂexibility method. The following year a ﬁnite element formulation based on a 10 degrees-of-freedom
ﬁnite element was proposed by Amadio and Fragiacomo (1993).
Recently, Dezi et al. (2001) investigated the interaction of shear-lag, PI and creep eﬀects, and their
approach was based on the ﬁnite diﬀerence method. Kwak and Seo (2002) proposed a numerical model
which, after sub-dividing the beam into several segments, applies force equilibrium equations and strain
compatibility conditions at each node assuming a piecewise linear distribution of the bending moment
and of both the curvature and the strain in the bottom ﬁbre of the concrete element due to creep deforma-
tions, while Fragiacomo et al. (2002) investigated the viscous behaviour of composite beams with normal
and high performance slabs.
This paper intends to propose a formulation for the time-dependent analysis of composite beams with
PI, referred to as the general method of time analysis, where the time-dependent behaviour of the concrete
is modelled using algebraic methods, such as the age-adjusted eﬀective modulus method (AEMM), the
mean stress method (MS) and the eﬀective modulus method (EM). The EM method is not considered in
detail as, diﬀerently from the AEMM and MS methods, it can be simply applied using the same modelling
procedures developed for the instantaneous analysis (already available in literature) while using the eﬀective
modulus for the concrete instead of its elastic one. On the other hand, the AEMM and MS methods require
two analyses to fully complete the time-dependent analysis, which are an instantaneous analysis (i.e. at time
t0, where t0 is deﬁned as the time of ﬁrst loading) and an analysis that is performed at one step in time (at
the prescribed time t).
The formulation presented produces analytical results for beams with a number of support conditions,
with no discretisations along the beam being introduced in the solution process. This is demonstrated for
the cases of simply supported beams, propped cantilever beams and ﬁxed ended beams subjected to a uni-
formly distributed load and to shrinkage deformation for which closed form solutions, which appear not
to have been previously published in the open literature, have been derived. The correctness of these
closed form solutions has been validated against the results of the direct stiﬀness method (DSM) as, sim-
ilarly to the closed form solutions presented herein, it requires only one discretisation (i.e. in the time
domain) to perform time analyses based on the algebraic methods instead of the two discretisations
(i.e. one in the time domain and one in the spatial domain along the beam axis) required by other
time-dependent modelling techniques (Ranzi, 2003). These closed form solutions can also be used to
benchmark the accuracy of other modelling techniques which require a spatial discretisation (along the
member length) as well as the time discretisation. This has already been brieﬂy carried out by Ranzi
et al. (2004a), where results obtained using the ﬁnite diﬀerence method and the ﬁnite element method
have been considered.
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The general method of time analysis presented in this paper represents a continuation in the time domain
of the formulation described by Ranzi et al. (2003) for the instantaneous analysis of composite beams with
PI. The modelling is based on the composite cross-section shown in Fig. 1 and, for simplicity and without
any loss of generality, a single span beam is considered as shown in Fig. 2. The pattern of loading consid-
ered produces a variation of the bending momentM(z) and of the axial force N(z), whose variations are not
necessarily known initially if the beam is statically indeterminate. For simplicity, M(z) and N(z) will be
referred to asM0 and N0 at time t0, and asMk and Nk at time t. The subscripts 0 and k are used through-
out this paper to distinguish between actions and cross-sectional properties calculated at time t0 and at time
t respectively.
The composite beam considered is assumed to occupy the spatial region V = A Æ [0,L], where A repre-
sents the composite cross-section shown in Fig. 1 which is an arbitrary cross-section that is symmetric about
the plane of bending, while [0,L] is deﬁned along the beam coordinate z (which is perpendicular to the
cross-section at any location along the beam length, and with z 2 [0,L]). The composite beam is comprised
of a top and a bottom element, which represent the reinforced concrete slab and the steel joist respectively,
and these are referred to as elements 1 and 2 respectively. The composite cross-section is thus represented
as A = A1 [ A2, where A1 and A2 are the cross-sections of elements 1 and 2 respectively; A1 is further sub-
divided into Ac and Ar which represent the areas of the concrete component and of the reinforcement
respectively, while A2 represents the cross-section of the steel joist only and it is denoted as As.Fig. 1. Composite cross-section (a) and strain diagrams at time t0 (b) and t (c).
Fig. 2. General single span beam at time t0 and at time t.
Fig. 3. Free body diagram of the top element at time t0 and at time t.
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tic and/or kinematic boundary conditions and enforcing compatibility to be satisﬁed between adjacent
spans (i.e. at support locations). Similarly, the presence of point loads would require the procedure pre-
sented to be applied between point loads and/or supports (therefore sub-dividing each span into beam seg-
ments) utilising the appropriate static and/or kinematic boundary conditions and enforcing that
compatibility is satisﬁed between adjacent segments of the beam (i.e. at support and point load locations).
For generality, the model is derived with reference to an arbitrary axis located at a distance y0 below the top
ﬁbre of the cross-section from which the cross-sectional properties of the beam are deﬁned. As the axial
displacement is controlled at the level of the reference axis, it will be assumed, without any loss of gener-
ality, that the reference axis is located in the steel joist (i.e. bottom element) as occurs in real beams. It is
also assumed that the steel joist, the steel reinforcement and the shear connection behave in a linear-elastic
fashion, while the concrete behaviour is modelled by means of more complex algebraic representations.
In a similar way to Newmarks highly cited model (Newmark et al., 1951), the curvature is assumed to be
the same in the top and bottom elements which leads to a condition of no vertical separation, while plane
sections are assumed to remain plane with a slip discontinuity at the interface between the top and bottom
elements.
The model is constructed at time t0 and at time t based on an unknown strain diagram, which requires
three parameters to be fully deﬁned, which are the strain in the top ﬁbre of the cross-section ~e0c, the cur-
vature qc and the slip strain
dsc
dz (where c = 0, k at time t0 and t respectively). For simplicity
dsc
dz will be denoted
as _sc. The three equations utilised to solve the problem are those for horizontal equilibrium at the composite
cross-section, rotational equilibrium at the composite cross-section and horizontal equilibrium of a free
body diagram of the top element as shown in Fig. 3.
In the following the material properties considered in the modelling are ﬁrstly deﬁned. The formulation
of the modelling technique applied to both instantaneous and time analyses is then presented, and closed
form solutions are derived for the cases of simply supported beams, propped cantilever beams and ﬁxed
ended beams subjected to a uniformly distributed load and to shrinkage deformation. These are then val-
idated against the results obtained using the direct stiﬀness method (DSM).3. Material properties
The generic composite cross-section considered in this paper is formed by a concrete component, rein-
forcing bars, a steel joist and a shear connection as shown in Fig. 1. The steel reinforcement and the steel
joist are assumed to behave in a linear-elastic fashion at times t0 and t asrrc ¼ Ererc ¼ Erb~e0c þ ðy þ y0Þqcc ð1aÞ
rsc ¼ Esesc ¼ Esb~e0c þ ðy þ y0Þqc þ _scc ð1bÞ
where y is the vertical coordinate from the reference axis, rrc and erc are the generic stress and strain in the
steel reinforcement, rsc and esc are the generic stress and strain in the steel joist, and Es and Er are the elastic
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linear-elastic fashion so thatqc ¼ ksc ð2Þ
where qc is the shear ﬂow per unit length (shear ﬂow force), k is the shear connection stiﬀness (force per
length2), and sc is the slip.
The behaviour of the concrete is assumed to be time-dependent, and it is modelled using the AEMM and
MS methods and, therefore, incorporating all the limitations of these algebraic formulations (CEB, 1984;
Bazˇant, 1972; Trost, 1967). These have been recommended by Dezi et al. (1996, 1998) for the analysis of
composite beams based on a parametric study carried out benchmarking the results obtained using diﬀerent
algebraic representations against those using the step-by-step method. In particular, they recommended the
use of the AEMM method to model the time-dependent behaviour of the concrete when the structural sys-
tem is subjected to external loads, while using the MS method to consider shrinkage eﬀects. It is also
assumed that the time-dependent behaviour of the concrete is identical in both compression and tension,
as recommended by Gilbert (1988) and Bazˇant and Oh (1984) for stress levels in compression less than
about one half of the compressive strength of the concrete, and for tensile stresses less than about one half
of the tensile strength of the concrete; and so the results obtained using the proposed approach are assumed
to be acceptable from a qualitative and quantitative viewpoint when the calculated stresses remain in this
stress range. Nevertheless, when the calculated stresses are outside this range the results might still be mean-
ingful from a qualitative viewpoint, for example in comparing the eﬀects of diﬀerent cross-sectional prop-
erties. The time-dependent behaviour of the concrete in both compression and tension is then deﬁned at
time t0 and at time t as (CEB, 1984; Bazˇant, 1972)rc0 ¼ Ecec0 ¼ Ec ~e00 þ ðy þ y0Þq0½  ð3aÞ
rck ¼ Eeðeck  eshÞ þ ~urc0 ¼ Ee ~e0k þ ðy þ y0Þqk½  þ ~urc0  Eeesh ð3bÞ
and~u ¼ /0ðt; t0Þ½vðt; t0Þ  1
1þ vðt; t0Þ/0ðt; t0Þ
; Ee ¼ Ec0
1þ vðt; t0Þ/0ðt; t0Þ
ð4a; bÞ
vðt; t0Þ ¼
Ec0
Ec0rðt;t0Þ  1/0ðt;t0Þ AEMM
0.5þ 0.5 Ec0/0ðt;t0Þ 1Eck  1Ec0
 
MS
8<: ð4cÞ
where rcc and ecc are the stress and strain in the concrete component, Ec0 and Eck are the elastic moduli of
the concrete at time t0 and at time t respectively, Ee is the age-adjusted eﬀective modulus, esh is the shrinkage
strain at time t, v(t, t0) is the aging coeﬃcient, /0(t, t0) is the creep coeﬃcient deﬁned as the ratio between the
creep strain at time t and the initial strain at time t0, and r(t, t0) is the relaxation function. The representa-
tion of the second of Eq. (4c) allows the MS method to be considered as a particular case of the AEMM
method. It is worth noting that Eq. (4c) becomes exact if the stress and strain histories are linear combina-
tions of histories obtained in the creep and relaxation problems (Bazˇant, 1972); this is not the case for the
concrete slab in a steel–concrete composite beam (Trost, 1967). Also, unlike the MS method, the AEMM
method requires the knowledge of the relaxation function r(t, t0).4. Instantaneous analysis at time t0
The modelling procedure proposed for the instantaneous analysis of composite beams is described
brieﬂy in this section, with a detailed derivation being given by Ranzi et al. (2003). For ease of reference
all notation is deﬁned in Appendix A.
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Horizontal and rotational equilibrium are established by equating the internal actions (i.e. Ni0 and Mi0)
to the external ones (i.e. N0 and M0) asNi0 ¼ N 10 þ N 20 ¼ N 0; Mi0 ¼ M0 ð5a; bÞ
where the internal actions are determined asMi0 ¼
Z
A
yr0 dA ¼ BeE0~e00 þ I eE0q0 þ y0BeE0q0 þ BeE20 _s0 ð6aÞ
N 10 ¼
Z
A1
r0 dA ¼ AeE10~e00 þ BeE10q0 þ y0AeE10q0 ð6bÞ
N 20 ¼
Z
A2
r0 dA ¼ AeE20~e00 þ BeE20q0 þ y0AeE20q0 þ AeE20 _s0 ð6cÞ
and Ni0 and Mi0 are the internal axial force and moment resisted by the composite cross-section at time t0,
N10 and N20 are the internal axial forces resisted by the top and bottom elements respectively (i.e. elements 1
and 2) at time t0, r0 is the generic stress in the composite cross-section at time t0, ~e00, q0 and _s0 are the strain
in the top ﬁbre of the composite cross-section, the curvature and the slip strain respectively at time t0, while
the cross-sectional properties are deﬁned in Appendix A.
Based on Eq. (5a) the strain in the top ﬁbre of the cross-section ~e00 can be expressed as a function of the
other two unknowns, which are the curvature q0 and the slip strain _s0, as~e00 ¼ B
eE0 þ y0AeE0
AeE0 q0  A
eE20
AeE0 _s0 þ 1AeE0 N 0 ð7Þ
Substituting Eq. (7) into Eq. (5b), the curvature q0 can be expressed as a function of the unknown slip strain
_s0 asq0 ¼
1
AeE0I eE0  BeE20 AeE0M0  BeE0N 0 þ BeE0AeE20  BeE20AeE0
 
_s0
h i
ð8ÞThe axial force resisted by element 1, which will be required in the following, is determined substituting Eqs.
(7) and (8) into Eq. (6b) asN 10 ¼ q10M0 þ q20N 0 þ q30 _s0 ð9Þ
where qi0 (i = 1,2,3) are deﬁned in Appendix A.
4.2. Horizontal equilibrium of a free body diagram of the top element
The slip strain is then obtained by enforcing horizontal equilibrium of a free body diagram of the top
element at time t0 as shown in Fig. 3, which can be written as:dN 10
dz
þ q0 ¼
dN 10
dz
þ ks0 ¼ 0 ð10Þwhere N10 is the axial force resisted by the top element at time t0. Eq. (10) represents the governing diﬀer-
ential equation of the PI problem at time t0. Substituting Eq. (9) into Eq. (10) this can be re-arranged in the
following compact form as
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dz2
 ks0 ¼ a0 dM0
dz
þ a10 dN 0
dz
ð11ÞEq. (11) can be solved for the slip and slip strain as the sum of a general solution corresponding to the
homogeneous diﬀerential equation s0.H and a particular solution s0.P ass0 ¼ s0.H þ s0.P ¼ C10el0z þ C20el0z þ s0.P ð12aÞ
_s0 ¼ _s0.H þ _s0.P ¼ l0C10el0z  l0C20el0z þ _s0.P ð12bÞ
in which Ci0 (i = 1,2) are constants of integration obtained by enforcing the static and/or kinematic
boundary conditions for the beam analysed, and the actual expression for s0.P depends on the applied
loading conditions. Once the slip and the slip strain are obtained from Eq. (12), the other variables
deﬁning the strain diagram can be determined from Eqs. (7) and (8). At this point is then possible to
obtain the expressions of all other variables describing the structural behaviour of the beam at time
t0.
4.3. Actions resisted by the concrete component at time t0
The stress state at time t is determined as a function of the stress state at time t0 as shown in Eq. (3b). For
the purpose of the present model, the stress state at time t0 is considered in the formulation in terms of the
moment Mc0 and axial force Nc0 resisted by the concrete component at time t0, which are calculated asM c0 ¼
Z
Ac
yrc0 dA ¼ /c10~e00 þ /c20q0 ð13aÞ
N c0 ¼
Z
Ac
rc0 dA ¼ /c30~e00 þ /c40q0 ð13bÞwhere Ac is the area of the concrete component, and ~e00 and q0 are the strain in the top ﬁbre of
the composite cross-section and the curvature along the beam determined from the instantaneous
analysis.5. Time analysis
5.1. General
The formulation of the general method of analysis dealing with the time analysis is presented in this sec-
tion, while its detailed derivation has been outlined by Ranzi (2003). For ease of reference all notations are
deﬁned in Appendix A.
5.2. Horizontal and rotational equilibrium
The internal actions resisted by the composite cross-section at time t areN 1k ¼
Z
A1
rk dA ¼ AeE1k~e0k þ BeE1kqk þ y0AeE1kqk þ ~uN c0  AcEeesh ð14aÞ
N 2k ¼
Z
A2
rk dA ¼ AeE2k~e0k þ BeE2kqk þ y0AeE2kqk þ AeE2k _sk ð14bÞ
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Z
A
yrk dA ¼ BeEk~e0k þ I eEkqk þ y0BeEkqk  BcEeesh þM c0~uþ BeE2k _sk ð14cÞwhere rk is the generic stress calculated at time t at the composite cross-section. Horizontal and rotational
equilibrium at the composite cross-section is then enforced asNik ¼ N 1k þ N 2k ¼ Nk; Mik ¼ Mk ð15a; bÞ
It is worth noting that the expressions for the internal axial force and for the internal moment are a function
not only of the strain state at time t due to the applied loading, but also of the stress state occurred at time t0
and of the shrinkage deformation at time t, as depicted in Eqs. (14a) and (14c).
The expression for the strain in the top ﬁbre of the cross-section ~e0k can be obtained from Eq.
(15a) as~e0k ¼ B
eEk þ y0AeEk
AeEk qk  ~uN c0AeEk þ AcEeAeEk esh  A
eE2k
AeEk _sk þ 1AeEk Nk ð16Þ
while the curvature qk can be obtained substituting Eq. (16) into Eq. (15b) asqk ¼
1
AeEkI eEk  BeE2k AeEkMk  BeEkNk  AeEkM c0~uþ BeEkN c0~uþ BeEkAeE2k  BeE2kAeEk
 
_sk
h
þ AeEkBcEe  BeEkAcEe eshi ð17Þ
Substituting Eqs. (16) and (17) into Eq. (14a) yields the axial force resisted by the top element at time
t asN 1k ¼ q1kMk þ q2kNk þ q3k _s q1kM c0~u q4kN c0~uþ Sh4kesh ð18Þ5.3. Horizontal equilibrium of a free body diagram of the top element
Based on Eq. (15) the PI problem can be expressed as a function of only one unknown (i.e. the slip
strain). The additional equation utilised in this approach to derive the expression for the slip strain is
the one of horizontal equilibrium at time t of a free body diagram of the top element as shown in Fig.
3. This can be stated asdN 1k
dz
þ qk ¼
dN 1k
dz
þ ksk ¼ 0 ð19Þwhere N1k is the axial force resisted by the top element at time t, qk is the shear ﬂow force at time t, and sk is
the slip along the beam at time t.
Eq. (19) represents the governing diﬀerential equation of the PI problem and can be re-arranged based
on Eq. (18) in the following compact form as~ak
d2sk
dz2
 ksk ¼ ak dMk
dz
 ak ~u dM c0
dz
þ a1k dNk
dz
 a2k ~u dN c0
dz
ð20ÞThe general solution of the governing nonhomogeneous linear diﬀerential equation for the slip can be pro-
duced routinely again as the sum of a general solution corresponding to the homogeneous diﬀerential equa-
tion sk.H and a particular solution skÆP assk ¼ sk.H þ sk.P ¼ C1kelk z þ C2kelk z þ sk.P ð21aÞ
_sk ¼ _sk.H þ _sk.P ¼ lkC1kelk z  lkC2kelk z þ _sk.P ð21bÞ
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boundary conditions for the beam analysed, and the expression for skÆP depends on the applied load-
ing conditions. Once the slip and slip strain are determined from Eq. (21), the expressions for the
other unknowns (i.e. the curvature and the strain in the top ﬁbre of the cross-section) can be deter-
mined from Eqs. (16) and (17).6. Structural behaviour at times t0 and t
Based on the formulation presented in the previous sections for the instantaneous analysis and for the
time analysis, the structural behaviour of a composite beam can be fully deﬁned.
Once the slip and slip strain are obtained from Eqs. (12) and (21) for the analyses at time t0 and at time t
respectively, the expressions for the other two unknowns utilised in the formulation to deﬁne the strain dia-
gram (i.e. the curvature and the strain in the top ﬁbre of the cross-section) are determined based on Eqs. (7),
(8), (16) and (17), which can be re-arranged in a more compact form as outlined below. All other variables
describing the structural behaviour can then be derived.
The following expressions are derived for the behaviour at both time t0 and at time t owing to their sim-
ilarities, while the identities ~d0  0, ~dk  1 are used, and obviously esh = 0 for the instantaneous analysis
(c = 0). Hence~e0c ¼ b1cM c þ b2cN c þ b3c _sc þ b1kM c0~u b2kN c0~uð Þ~dc þ Sh1kesh ð22Þ
qc ¼ r1cM c þ r2cN c þ r3c _sc þ r1kM c0~u r2kN c0~uð Þ~dc þ Sh2kesh ð23Þ
where Mc0 and Nc0 are calculated based on Eq. (13) and for ease of reference all notation is deﬁned in
Appendix A.
The expressions for the rotation and deﬂection can then be obtained by integrating the curvature about
the coordinate along the beam length z. Hence,hc ¼ r1c
Z
M c dzþ r2c
Z
N c dzþ r3c
Z
_sc dzþ r1k ~u
Z
M c0 dz r2k ~u
Z
N c0 dzþ Sh2keshz
 
~dc þ bC1c
ð24Þ
vc ¼ r1c
Z Z
M c dzdzþ r2c
Z Z
N c dzdzþ r3c
Z Z
_sc dzdzþ bC1czþ bC2c
þ r1k ~u
Z Z
M c0 dzdz r2k ~u
Z Z
N c0 dzdz
 
~dc þ Sh2kesh
2
z2 ð25Þand the strain at the level of the reference axis is determined as~ebc ¼ l1cM c þ l2cN c þ l3c _sc þ l1kM c0~u l2kN c0~uð Þ~dc þ Sh3kesh ð26Þ
By integrating ~ebc over the beam length, the axial displacement at the level of the reference axis ubc can be
determined asubc ¼ l1c
Z
M c dzþ l2c
Z
N c dzþ l3c
Z
_sc dzþ l1k ~u
Z
M c0 dz l2k ~u
Z
N c0 dz
 
~dc þ Sh3keshzþ Cuc
ð27Þ
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Eqs. (12) and (21) to (27) form the basis for investigating the instantaneous and the time-dependent
behaviour of composite beams with PI using a variety of end conditions. The use of these equations is illus-
trated in this section for the instantaneous and time analyses of a generic beam subjected to the loading
condition illustrated in Fig. 4; this implies, without any loss of generality, that the expressions for Mc
and Nc considered are of the second and zero order in z (where z is the coordinate along the beam), so that
from elementary staticsM c ¼ M0c þ R0cz wz
2
2
; N c ¼ N 0c ð28a; bÞwhere M0c, R0c and N0c are deﬁned in Fig. 4. Expressions for Mc and Nc of higher orders could be easily
considered, but the derivation would need to be modiﬁed accordingly.
7.1. Modelling at time t0 and at time t
The general method of time analysis for composite beams with PI subjected to the loading conditions
deﬁned in Eq. (28) is outlined in this section. A compact formulation is adopted for this purpose which
has the advantage of highlighting the relevant and unknown terms, which are the coordinate along the
beam length z, the unknown reactions at the left support (z = 0) N0c, R0c, M0c (as the reactions at the right
support (z = L) NLc, RLc, MLc can be determined from elementary statics) and the constants of integration
for the slip expression C1k and C2k which can be determined once the static and/or kinematic boundary
conditions of the beam are enforced. This method is then applied to the cases of a simply supported beam,
of a ﬁxed ended beam and of a propped cantilever beam subjected to a uniformly distributed load and to
shrinkage deformation, and with the slab undergoing creep.
Based on the loading conditions considered, the expressions for the moment Mc0 and axial force Nc0
resisted by the concrete component required by the analysis at time t can be re-arranged for clarity and
to avoid lengthy expressions in the following compact and generic form based on Eq. (13) asM c0 ¼ a10 þ a20zþ a30z2 þ a40el0z þ a50el0z ð29aÞ
N c0 ¼ a110 þ a120zþ a130z2 þ a140el0z þ a150el0z ð29bÞ
The slip and slip strain can then be expressed assc ¼ C1celcz þ C2celcz  ack ðR0c  wzÞ þ w1c þ w2czþ w3ce
l0z þ w4cel0z ð30Þ
_sc ¼ lcC1celcz  lcC2celcz þ
acw
k
þ w2c þ l0w3cel0z  l0w4cel0z ð31ÞFig. 4. General single span beam at time t0 and at time t.
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can be expressed as~e0c ¼ b1cM0c  b2cN 0c þ b1c
 þ b1cR0c þ b2c zþ b3cz2 þ b3clcC1celcz  b3clcC2celcz
þ b4cel0z þ b5cel0z ð32Þ
qc ¼ r1cM0c  r2cN 0c þ n1c
 þ r1cR0c þ n2c zþ n3cz2 þ r3clcC1celcz  r3clcC2celcz þ n4cel0z
þ n5cel0z ð33Þ
hc ¼ r1cM0c  r2cN 0c þ n1c
 
zþ r1cR0c
2
þ n2c
2
 	
z2 þ n3c
3
z3 þ r3cC1celcz þ r3cC2celcz þ n4cl0
el0z
 n5c
l0
el0z þ bC1c ð34Þ
vc ¼  r1cM0c
2
 r2cN 0c
2
þ n1c
2
 	
z2 þ r1cR0c
6
þ n2c
6
 	
z3 þ n3c
12
z4 þ r3cC1ce
lcz
lc
 r3cC2ce
lcz
lc
þ n4c
l20
el0z
þ n5c
l20
el0z þ bC1czþ bC2c ð35Þ
The strain and the axial displacement at the level of the reference axis are~ebc ¼ l1cM0c  l2cN 0c þ g1c
 þ l1cR0 þ g2c zþ g3cz2 þ l3clcC1celcz  l3clcC2celcz þ g4cel0z
þ g5cel0z ð36Þ
ubc ¼ l1cM0c  l2cN 0c þ g1c
 
zþ l1cR0c
2
þ g2c
2
 	
z2 þ g3c
3
z3 þ l3cC1celcz þ l3cC2celcz þ
g4ce
l0z
l0
 g5ce
l0z
l0
þ Cuc ð37ÞThe constants of integration bC1c, bC2c and Cuc may then be determined, by applying the kinematic boundary
conditions that vc(z = 0) = 0, vc(z = L) = 0 and ubc(z = 0) = 0, asbC1c ¼ L
2
ðr1cM0c þ r2cN 0c  n1cÞ 
L2
6
ðr1cR0c þ n2cÞ 
n3cL
3
12
 Cc ð38Þ
bC2c ¼ r3clc ðC2c  C1cÞ  n4c þ n5cl20 ð39Þ
Cuc ¼ l3cðC1c þ C2cÞ 
g4c  g5c
l0
ð40ÞwhereCc ¼ r3clcL
C1c elcL  1

  C2c elcL  1
  þ 1l20L n4c el0L  1
 þ n5c el0L  1
   ð41Þ
In this form, the constants of integration C1c and C2c can be prescribed by imposing the static and/or kine-
matic boundary conditions for the relevant beam type, as illustrated in the following sub-sections for a sim-
ply supported beam, for a beam encastre´ at both ends and for a propped cantilever; the correctness of the
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means of the direct stiﬀness method described by Ranzi (2003), which, similarly to the closed form solutions
derived herein, requires only one discretisation (i.e. in the time domain) to perform time analyses based on
the algebraic representation of the concrete rheology. For this purpose, the time-dependent behaviour of the
concrete has been modelled by means of the AEMMmethod when subjected to external loads (i.e. uniformly
distributed loading) and by means of the MS method to account for shrinkage eﬀects as recommended by
Dezi et al. (1996, 1998). For the comparisons, the composite cross-sectional and material properties utilised
are summarised in Tables 1 and 2, while the results have been plotted for various levels of the dimensionless
stiﬀness parameter lkL (which is calculated based on the cross-sectional and material properties at time t);
this term l0L (when calculated at time t0) has been shown by Ranzi et al. (2004b) to be equivalent to the
dimensionless stiﬀness term aL identiﬁed by Girhammar and Pan (1993).
7.2. Simply supported beam subject to a uniformly distributed load and to shrinkage deformation
The reactions at time t for the simply supported beam shown in Fig. 5 are determined from elementary
statics asTable
Compo
Steel jo
Section
Flange
Web
EsR0k ¼ RLk ¼ wL
2
; M0k ¼ MLk ¼ 0; N 0k ¼ NLk ¼ 0 ð42a; b; cÞThe expressions for the slip and slip strain are then determined using Eqs. (30) and (31) where the constants
of integration C1k and C2k are calculated applying the boundary conditions that _sðz ¼ 0Þ ¼ ~esh and
_sðz ¼ LÞ ¼ ~esh.sk ¼ ~~ekðzÞ þ wk
~k2~~e0ðzÞ  L
2
 z
 
~k1a
 
ð43Þ
_sk ¼ mk~ekðzÞ þ wk
~k2l0~e0ðzÞ þ ~k1a
h i
ð44ÞThe strain in the top ﬁbre of the cross-section, the curvature, the rotation and the deﬂection along the beam
can be determined as~e0k ¼ wz
2
ðL zÞ~k1b þ b3klk~ekðzÞ þ
w
k
l0~k3b~e0ðzÞ þ ~k4b
h i
þ Sh1kesh ð45Þ
qk ¼
wz
2
ðL zÞ~k1r þ r3klk~ekðzÞ þ
w
k
l0~k3r~e0ðzÞ þ ~k4r
h i
þ Sh2kesh ð46Þ
hk ¼ wz
2
12
ð3L 2zÞ~k1r þ r3k~~ekðzÞ þ wk
~k3r~~e0ðzÞ þ ~k4rz
h i
þ Sh2keshzþ bC1k ð47Þ1
site cross-sectional properties: steel joist and reinforcement
ist Reinforcement
1200WB455 Ar 8050 mm
2
(Australian section) Location At mid-height of slab
500 mm · 40 mm Er 210,000 MPa
1120 mm · 16 mm
210,000 MPa
Table 2
Composite cross-sectional properties: concrete component
Concrete component
B 3500 mm Width of slab
D 230 mm Depth of slab
f 0c 32 MPa Cylinder compressive strength
Ec 27,783 MPa Elastic modulus of the concrete at 4 days
34,129 MPa Elastic modulus of the concrete at 28 days
38,418 MPa Elastic modulus of the concrete at 10,000 days
s 0.25 Coeﬃcient which depends on the type of cement (s = 0.25 for normal and rapid hardening cements N and R)
t0 28 days Age of concrete at loading (days)
tf 10,000 days Age of concrete (days) at the time considered
RH 70% Relative humidity of ambient environment (%)
H 231.32 Notational size of member (mm)
ts 4 days Age of concrete (days) at the beginning of shrinkage
bsc 5 Coeﬃcient which depends on the type of cement (bsc = 5 for normal and rapid hardening cements N and R)
Creep and shrinkage coeﬃcients
/0 1.898460
a Creep coeﬃcient based on t0 = 28 days and tf = 10,000 days
2.229048b Creep coeﬃcient based on t0 = ts = 4 days and tf = 10,000 days
v 0.837416a Aging coeﬃcient based on t0 = 28 days and tf = 10,000 days
0.437905b Aging coeﬃcient based on t0 = ts = 4 days and tf = 10,000 days
Note: material properties of the concrete have been calculated in accordance with (CEB-FIB, 1993).
a Calculated to account for creep eﬀects using the AEMM method.
b Calculated to account for shrinkage eﬀects using the MS method.
Fig. 5. Composite beam: simply supported beam.
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3
24
ð2L zÞ~k1r þ r3klk
~ekðzÞ þ wk
~k3r
l0
~e0ðzÞ þ
~k4rz2
2
" #
þ Sh2keshz
2
2
þ bC1kzþ bC2k ð48ÞwherebC1k ¼  L
24k
~k1rwL2k þ 12w~k4r þ 12Sh2keshk
 
ð49Þ
bC2k ¼  r3k eY kkl0 1þ elkLð Þ þ weY 0lk~k3r 1þ el0Lð Þlkl0k ð50Þ
while the strain and the axial displacement at the level of the reference axis are
Fig. 6.
variou
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2
ðL zÞ~k1l þ l3klk~ekðzÞ þ
w
k
l0~k3l~e0ðzÞ þ ~k4l
h i
þ Sh3kesh ð51Þ
ubk ¼ wz
2
12
ð3L 2zÞ~k1l þ l3k~~ekðzÞ þ wk
~k3l~~e0ðzÞ þ ~k4lz
h i
þ Sh3keshzþ Cuk ð52ÞwhereCuk ¼  l3k
eY kk elkL  1ð Þ þ weY 0~k3l el0L  1ð Þ
k
ð53ÞThe results of the closed form solutions are in exact agreement with those obtained using the direct stiﬀness
approach as shown in Figs. 6 and 7 for the deﬂection along a simply supported beam 10 m long subjected to
a uniformly distributed load of 25 kN/m (i.e. its self-weight) and to shrinkage deformation respectively.
7.3. Encastre´ composite beam subject to a uniformly distributed load and to shrinkage deformation
Fig. 8 shows a beam encastre´ at its ends. From the symmetry of its loading and of its support conditionsR0k ¼ RLk ¼ wL
2
; M0k ¼ MLk; N 0k ¼ NLk ð54a; b; cÞwhere RLk, NLk and MLk are the vertical and horizontal reactions and the moment at the right hand sup-
port (z = L) calculated at time t.
The shrinkage deformation does not induce any displacements and deformations along the length of the
ﬁxed ended beam. It also produces no stresses in the steel joist and in the reinforcing bars, while it produces
a stress equal to Eeesh in the concrete component. For this reason, the following expressions describe the
behaviour of the ﬁxed ended beam subjected to the uniformly distributed load only.-0.0012
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Fig. 8. Composite beam: encastre´ beam.
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tion C1k and C2k that are related to the slip and the slip strain can be determined, and the expressions for
the slip and slip strain becomesk ¼ wk LekðzÞ þ L
~k2e0ðzÞ  L
2
 z
 
~k1a
 
ð55Þ
_sk ¼ wk LlkekðzÞ þ Ll0
~k2e0ðzÞ þ ~k1a
h i
ð56ÞThe strain in the top ﬁbre of the cross-section, the curvature, the rotation and the deﬂection along the beam
can be determined as~e0k ¼ w
12
L2 þ 6Lz 6z2
 ~k1b þ wLk lkb3kekðzÞ þ l0~k3be0ðzÞ þ ~k4bL
" #
ð57Þ
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w
12
L2 þ 6Lz 6z2
 ~k1r þ wLk lkr3kekðzÞ þ l0~k3re0ðzÞ þ ~k4rL
" #
ð58Þ
hk ¼ wz
12
L2 þ 3Lz 2z2
 ~k1r þ wLk r3kekðzÞ þ ~k3re0ðzÞ þ ~k4rL z
" #
þ bC1k ð59Þ
vk ¼ wz
2
24
L2 þ 2Lz z2
 ~k1r þ wLk r3kekðzÞlk þ
~k3re0ðzÞ
l0
þ
~k4r
2L
z2
" #
þ bC1kzþ bC2k ð60Þ
wherebC1k ¼ wk LY kr3k elkL  1
 þ LY 0~k3r el0L  1
 h i ð61Þ
bC2k ¼ wk LY kr3klk elkL þ 1
 þ LY 0
~k3r
l0
el0L þ 1
 " # ð62Þ
while the strain and the axial displacement at the level of the reference axis are:~ebk ¼ w
12
L2 þ 6Lz 6z2
 ~k1l þ wLk lkl3kekðzÞ þ l0~k3le0ðzÞ þ ~k4lL
" #
ð63Þ
ubk ¼ wz
12
L2 þ 3Lz 2z2
 ~k1l þ wLk l3kekðzÞ þ ~k3le0ðzÞ þ ~k4lL z
" #
þ Cuk ð64ÞwhereCuk ¼ wk LY kl3k e
lkL  1
 þ LY 0~k3l el0L  1
 h i ð65ÞThe values of the moments and of the horizontal reactions at the supports are calculated imposing
hk(z = 0) = 0 and ubk(z = 0) = 0 respectively, which yieldM0k ¼ MLk ¼ wL
2
12
ð66Þ
N 0k ¼ NLk ¼ 0 ð67Þ
Eq. (66) implies that the points of contraﬂexure for a beam encastre´ at both ends are independent of the
value of the shear connection stiﬀness and are located at the same position as those for a beam with full
shear interaction. This was also shown to be the case by Ranzi et al. (2003) for an instantaneous analysis.
The results obtained using the closed form solutions and the direct stiﬀness method match exactly as
shown in Fig. 9 for the deﬂection along a 14 m encastre´ beam subjected to 25 kN/m (i.e. its self-weight).
7.4. Propped cantilever subject to a uniformly distributed load and to shrinkage deformation
The left hand end of the propped cantilever (z = 0) shown in Fig. 10 is assumed to be ﬁxed while the right
hand end (z = L) is assumed to be a roller support. From statics, the reactions at time t can be expressed asR0k ¼ wL RLk; MLk ¼ 0 ð68a; bÞ
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Fig. 9. Variation of the deﬂection along an encastre´ beam subjected to a uniformly distributed load at time t = 10,000 days for various
levels of the dimensionless stiﬀness coeﬃcient lkL (CFS = closed form solution, DSM = direct stiﬀness method).
Fig. 10. Composite beam: propped cantilever.
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2
2
 RLkL; N 0k ¼ NLk ¼ 0 ð68c; dÞand so the expressions for the slip and slip strain are deﬁned once the constants of integration eC1k and eC2k
are obtained from the kinematic and static boundary conditions that sk(z = 0) = 0 and _skðz ¼ LÞ ¼ ~esh.
Hence,sk ¼ e^kðzÞ þ
~k1awz ~k0a
k
þ ~k2e^0ðzÞ ð69Þ
_sk ¼ mk^^ekðzÞ þ w
~k1a
k
þ l0^^e0ðzÞ~k2 ð70ÞThe strain in the top ﬁbre of the composite cross-section, the curvature, the rotation and the deﬂection
along the beam can be determined as follows~e0k ¼ w
2
L2  z2
 ~k1b  ðL zÞ~k0b þ wk ~k4b þ b3klk^^ekðzÞ þ l0^^e0ðzÞ~k3b þ Sh1kesh ð71Þ
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w
2
L2  z2
 ~k1r  ðL zÞ~k0r þ wk ~k4r þ r3klk^^ekðzÞ þ l0^^e0ðzÞ~k3r þ Sh2kesh ð72Þ
hk ¼ wz
6
3L2  z2
 ~k1r  Lz z2
2
 
~k0r þ wk
~k4rzþ r3k e^kðzÞ þ ~k3re^0ðzÞ þ Sh2keshzþ bC1k ð73Þ
vk ¼ wz
2
24
6L2  z2
 ~k1r  z2
6
ð3L zÞ~k0r þ w
2k
~k4rz2 þ r3klk
^^ekðzÞ þ
~k3r
l0
^^e0ðzÞ þ Sh2kesh
2
z2 þ bC1kzþ bC2k ð74Þ
wherebC1k ¼ L2
3
r1k ~um1  r2k ~um2ð Þ eR00  5wL
8
 
þ r1kL
2
3
R0k  5wL
8
 
 Sh2keshL
2
 w
~k4rL
2k
þ ~k5 ð75Þ
bC2k ¼ r3k eC1k  eC2klk  ~k3r eC10  eC20l0 ð76Þ
while the strain and the axial displacement at the level of the reference axis are~ebk ¼ w
2
L2  z2
 ~k1l  ðL zÞ~k0l þ wk ~k4l þ l3klk^^ekðzÞ þ l0^^e0ðzÞ~k3l þ Sh3kesh ð77Þ
ubk ¼ wz
6
3L2  z2
 ~k1l  Lz z2
2
 
~k0l þ wk
~k4lzþ l3k e^kðzÞ þ ~k3le^0ðzÞ þ Sh3keshzþ Cuk ð78ÞandCuk ¼ l3k eC1k þ eC2k  ~k3l eC10 þ eC20  ð79Þ
The value of the reaction at the ﬁxed support (z = 0) is calculated using h(z = 0) asR0k ¼ Llkl0k
~k6 þ 12w~k4rL2lkl0 þ ~k7
8l0k L
3lkr1k þ 3r3k eCs2e2lkL Llk  elkL þ 1ð Þ þ 3r3k eCs2 Llk þ elkL  1ð Þn o ð80ÞAs for the previous structural systems, the derived closed form solutions and the direct stiﬀness method
yield identical results; this is shown in Figs. 11 and 12 for the deﬂection of a 12 m propped cantilever sub-
jected to a uniformly distributed load of 25 kN/m (i.e. its self-weight) and to shrinkage deformation
respectively.8. Conclusions
This paper has proposed a generic modelling for the time-dependent analysis of composite steel–
concrete beams with partial shear interaction for which both creep and shrinkage eﬀects have been ac-
counted for. The composite cross-section has been assumed to be formed by a steel joist, a shear connec-
tion and a reinforced concrete slab; the steel joist, the reinforcement and the shear connection are
assumed to behave in a linear-elastic fashion, while the concrete component is assumed to be time-depen-
dent and its behaviour is modelled using methods (i.e. AEMM and MS methods) that lend themselves to
algebraic representation.
The model can be applied to the analysis of continuous beams subjected to generic loading conditions.
The application of this model for the time analysis of simply supported beams, encastre´ beams and propped
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Fig. 11. Variation of the deﬂection along a propped cantilever beam subjected to a uniformly distributed load at time t = 10,000 days
for various levels of the dimensionless stiﬀness coeﬃcient lkL (CFS = closed form solution, DSM = direct stiﬀness method).
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Fig. 12. Variation of the deﬂection along a propped cantilever beam subjected to shrinkage eﬀects at time t = 10,000 days for various
levels of the dimensionless stiﬀness coeﬃcient lkL (CFS = closed form solution, DSM = direct stiﬀness method).
3788 G. Ranzi, M.A. Bradford / International Journal of Solids and Structures 43 (2006) 3770–3793cantilever beams has been illustrated when subjected to uniformly distributed loading and shrinkage defor-
mations. Various representations of the structural behaviour of these beams have been expressed in closed
form. The accuracy of the results obtained using these closed form solutions has been validated against
G. Ranzi, M.A. Bradford / International Journal of Solids and Structures 43 (2006) 3770–3793 3789results obtained by means of the direct stiﬀness method. It was shown that the results obtained using the
closed form solutions and the direct stiﬀness method are in exact agreement. Whilst being too complex for
hand calculations, the closed form solutions may be programmed readily so that the inﬂuence of the various
parameters that aﬀect the behaviour of composite beams can be investigated. These can also be used to
benchmark other modelling techniques, i.e. based on the ﬁnite element method or ﬁnite diﬀerence method,
which require two discretisations to accomplish a time analysis, i.e. a spatial one along the beam and one in
the time domain.Appendix A
Ac, Ar, As = area of the concrete component, of the reinforcement and of the steel joist respectively.AeE1c ¼ Ac Ec þ ðEe  EcÞ~dch iþ ArEr; AeE2c ¼ AsEs; AeEc ¼ AeE1c þ AeE2c
a10 ¼ ~/11M00  ~/12N 00 þ ~/13
wa0
k
; a20 ¼ ~/11R00; a30 ¼ ~/11
w
2
; a40 ¼ ~/13l0C10
a50 ¼ ~/13l0C20; a110 ¼ ~/21M00  ~/22N 00 þ ~/23
wa0
k
; a120 ¼ ~/21R00; a130 ¼ ~/21
w
2
a140 ¼ ~/23l0C10; a150 ¼ ~/23l0C20
Bc, Br, Bs = ﬁrst moment of area of the concrete component, of the reinforcement and of the steel joist
respectively.BeE1c ¼ Bc Ec þ ðEe  EcÞ~dch iþ BrEr; BeE2c ¼ BsEs; BeEc ¼ BeE1c þ BeE2c
b1c ¼  B
eEc þ y0AeEc
AeEcI eEc  BeE2c ; b2c ¼
y0BeEc þ I eEc
AeEcI eEc  BeE2c
b3c ¼
BeEcBeE2c þ y0 BeE2cAeE1c  BeE1cAeE2c  AeE2cI eEc
AeEcI eEc  BeE2c
C10, C20 = constants of integration for the slip and slip strain at time t0eC10 ¼ a0el0Lkl0 l0eR00e
l0L  w
1þ e2l0L ;
eC20 ¼ a0kl0 l0eR00 þ we
l0L
1þ e2l0L
eC1k ¼ eCs2e2lkLR0k þ eCs1e2lkL  eCs3; eC2k ¼ eCs2R0k þ eCs1 þ eCs3
eCs1 ¼ eR00 a0~k2 þ ak ~um1 þ a2k ~um2
 
k 1þ e2lkLð Þ ;
eCs2 ¼ akk 1þ e2lkLð Þ ; eCs3 ¼ ~eshe
lkLk  welkL a0~k2  ~k1a
 
lkk 1þ e2lkLð ÞEe, Ec, Er, Es = age-adjusted eﬀective modulus, elastic moduli of the concrete component, of the reinforce-
ment and of the steel joist respectively.~e ðzÞ ¼ eY elcLelcz þ elcz
 ; ~~e ðzÞ ¼ eY elcLelcz  elcz
 c c c c
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; ecðzÞ ¼ Y c elcLelcz  elcz

 
e^cðzÞ ¼ eC1celcz þ eC2celcz; ^^ecðzÞ ¼ eC1celcz  eC2celcz
~f 1cðp; pshÞ ¼ p3c w2c þ
acw
k
 
 p1cd1c  p2cd11c þ pshesh; ~f 2cðp; pshÞ ¼ p1cd2c  p2cd12c
~f 3cðp; pshÞ ¼ p1c
w
2
 p1cd3c  p2cd13c; ~f 4cðp; pshÞ ¼ p3cl0w3c  p1cd4c  p2cd14c
~f 5cðp; pshÞ ¼ p3cl0w4c  p1cd5c  p2cd15c
Ic, Ir, Is = second moment of area of the concrete component, of the reinforcement and of the steel joist
respectively.I eE1c ¼ Ic Ec þ ðEe  EcÞ~dch iþ I rEr; I eE2c ¼ I sEs; I eEc ¼ I eE1c þ I eE2c
l1c ¼ b1c þ y0r1c; l2c ¼ b2c þ y0r2c; l3c ¼ b3c þ y0r3c þ 1; Sh3k ¼ Sk1k þ y0Sh2kM00 = moment at the left end of the beam at time t0m1 ¼ /c10b10 þ /c20r10; m2 ¼ /c30b10 þ /c40r10
N00 = horizontal reaction at the left end of the beam at time t0n1 ¼ /c10b30 þ /c20r30; n2 ¼ /c30b30 þ /c40r30
q10 ¼
BeE10AeE20  BeE20AeE10
AeE0I eE0  BeE20 ; q20 ¼
AeE10I eE0  BeE10BeE0
AeE0I eE0  BeE20
q30 ¼
BeE210AeE20 þ BeE220AeE10  I eE0AeE10AeE20
AeE0I eE0  BeE20
q1k ¼
BeE1kAeE2k  BeE2kAeE1k
AeEkI eEk  BeE2k ; q2k ¼
AeE1kI eEk  BeE1kBeEk
AeEkI eEk  BeE2k
q3k ¼
BeE21kAeE2k þ BeE22kAeE1k  I eEkAeE1kAeE2k
AeEkI eEk  BeE2k ; q4k ¼ 
AeE2kI eEk  BeE2kBeEk
AeEkI eEk  BeE2kR00 = vertical reaction at the left end of the beam at time t0eR00 ¼ 5wL
8
e2l0L þ 1ð Þ 5l20L2 þ 12~l0ðl20L2  2Þ
 þ 48~l0el0L
5l0L 3~l0 þ 1ð Þ 1þ e2l0Lð Þl0Lþ 3~l0 e2l0L  1ð Þ½ 
 	
r1c ¼ A
eEc
AeEcI eEc  BeE2c ; r2c ¼
BeEc
AeEcI eEc  BeE2c ; r3c ¼ ac
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I eEk þ y0BeEk AcEe  BeEk þ y0AeEk BcEe
AeEkI eEk  BeE2k ; Sh2k ¼
AeEkBcEe  BeEkAcEe
AeEkI eEk  BeE2k
Sh3k ¼ Sk1k þ y0Sh2k; Sh4k ¼
BeEkBeE2k  I eEkAeE2k
AeEkI eEk  BeE2k AcEe þ
BeE1kAeE2k  AeE1kBeE2k
AeEkI eEk  BeE2k BcEe
Y 0 ¼ 1
2
a0
el0L  1 ;
eY 0 ¼  a0l0 el0L þ 1ð Þ ; Y k ¼ 12
~k1a  a0~k2
elkL  1 ;
eY k ¼ w~k1a  wa0~k2 þ ~eshklkk elkL þ 1ð Þ
~ac ¼ 
BeE21cAeE2c þ BeE22cAeE1c  I eEcAeE1cAeE2c
AeEcI eEc  BeE2c ; ac ¼
BeE1cAeE2c  BeE2cAeE1c
AeEcI eEc  BeE2c
a1c ¼ A
eE1cI eEc  BeE1cBeEc
AeEcI eEc  BeE2c ; a2k ¼ 
AeE2kI eEk  BeE2kBeEk
AeEkI eEk  BeE2k
bic ¼ ~f icðb; Sh1kÞ with i ¼ 1; . . . ; 5
c = 0, k at time t0 and at time t respectively.dic ¼ ~uai0~dc ðwith i ¼ 1; . . . ; 5 and i ¼ 11; . . . ; 15Þ; ~d0 ¼ 0; ~dk ¼ 1
~esh ¼ AcEe
AeE1k esh
gic ¼ ~f icðl; Sh3kÞ with i ¼ 1; . . . ; 5
~k0a ¼ akR0k  ak ~um1 þ a2k ~um2ð ÞeR00; ~k0x ¼ x1kR0k  x1k ~um1 þ x2k ~um2ð ÞeR00
~k1a ¼ ak  ak ~um1  a2k ~um2; ~k1x ¼ x1k  x1k ~um1  x2k ~um2
~k2 ¼ l20
ak ~un1 þ a2k ~un2
~akl20  k
; ~k3x ¼ x3k~k2  x1k ~un1  x2k ~un2
~k4x ¼ x3k~k1a  a0~uðx1kn1 þ x2kn2Þ where xik ðwith i ¼ 1; 2; 3Þ represents a generic variable
~k5 ¼ r3k
eC1k elkL  1ð Þ  eC2k elkL  1ð Þ
Llk
 ~k3r
eC10 el0L  1ð Þ  eC20 el0L  1ð Þ
Ll0
~k6 ¼ 12Sh2keshLþ 5wL3r1k  L2 r1k ~um1 þ r2k ~um2ð Þ 5wL 8eR00  24~k3r eC10 þ eC20 
 24r3k eCs1 1þ e2lkL
 
~k7 ¼ 24~k3rklk eC10 el0L  1
  eC20 el0L  1
 h i
þ 24r3kkl0 eCs1e2lkL  eCs3  elkL  1
  eCs1 þ eCs3  elkL  1
 h i
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k
~ac
; ~l0 ¼
r30a0
r10kL
2
¼
BeE10AeE20  BeE20AeE10 2
AeE0 AeE0I eE0  BeE20 kL2
nic ¼ ~f icðr; Sh2kÞ with i ¼ 1; . . . ; 5
/c10 ¼ BcEc; /c20 ¼ ðI c þ y0BcÞEc; /c30 ¼ AcEc; /c40 ¼ ðBc þ y0AcÞEc
~/1i ¼ /c10bi0 þ /c20ri0; ~/2i ¼ /c30bi0 þ /c40ri0
w1c ¼
akd2k þ a2kd12k
k
~dc; w2c ¼ 2
akd3k þ a2kd13k
k
~dc
w3c ¼
akl0d4k  a2kl0d14k
~akl20  k
~dc; w4c ¼
akl0d5k þ a2kl0d15k
~akl20  k
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